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Human Design Transmission vol. 11, # 3
Happy Solstice Everyone!
-- New Chart Style
-- The Course in Human Design Sale Extended
-- Hua Ching-Ni: The I Ching
-- Harbin Hot Springs Beginners Workshop
-- A Look At The Reagan’s Composite Chart
-- New Chart Style
A new style of individual chart is now available to order from zc design. To see samples, visit
www.humandesignsystem.com/charts/famous.htm.
Occasionally, a client’s chart is selected to receive a free written overview by Zeno.
Same price: $15 + $1.50 s&h++
***
-- The Course in Human Design Sale Extended
The sale on the Course in Human Design has been extended.
Order now for the low price of $280 + shipping $20++
***
-- Hua Ching-Ni: The I Ching
Sales of Hua Ching Ni’s “Book of Changes and the Unchanging Truth” are brisk, demonstrating a need for an
alternative view of the lines. This is a definitive and comprehensive book that illuminates the lines and nature of
change, so essential for a student of Design to really grasp the potential of consciousness to guide the vessel.
$28 + $6 media mail shipping++
***
-- Harbin Hot Springs Beginners Workshop
Human Design is unique in its capacity to explore individual consciousness. The Human Design chart maps an
individual's characteristics that powerfully reveal the nature of conditioning. It identifies where and how individual
awareness functions, reflecting both the conscious and unconscious aspects, illustrating one's "wiring" from a
physical, emotional and spiritual basis.

The weekend workshop at Harbin Hot Springs in California, August 20-22, will introduce the main concepts and
principles that form the basis for understanding how the chart works. The keys you'll learn:
Chart calculations -- Design and Personality
Types and Modes - no definition, single or splits, manifesting, generating, projecting and reflecting.
Centers -- defined and undefined
Planets - in the chart and in transit
I Ching - using lines in Human Design
Channels - how they connect centers
Relationship -- the basics
This weekend will give you access to a tremendous potential understanding in how and why you resist some areas
in your life. Finding the way to remain open is the door to acceptance of oneself and others. The workshop is
geared for newcomers, but it is open to all students of Design, especially those who are interested in Zeno’s
evolution with teaching and sharing Design.
Price: $350, includes two catered lunches and the Harbin facilities.
Register by July 20 and receive a 10% discount.
Practical Applications and The Course in Human Design participants may audit this workshop for $220.
Download the flyer at www.humandesignsystem.com/education/Harbin_Flyer.pdf.
“In 2000, it finally dawned on me what the flaw was in the original training program. It was structured around
memorizing keynotes and names with the goal of becoming an analyst for other people. My job of evaluating
submitted tapes to verify a modest amount of accuracy gave me a potent experience in how truly questionable that
approach was. Even though the idea was okay at the start, the results made me feel very uncomfortable to listen to
repeated phrases that were not well understood.
“Since then, I've been in a deeper study of the original elements, Kabbalah, I Ching, Chakras and Astrology, to find
my own way and language. The infusion of using Design for the spiritual path is deeply satisfying. This approach is
holistic, to first and foremost really grasp the impact our charts have on others where we can affect the environment
for good or ill, and then also to see and learn the lessons from those centers over which we have no control, and
therefore we benefit by letting go.”
This should be a wonderful retreat weekend with full spa facilities and healthy food. Two catered lunches will be
provided. Saturday night will be a potluck.
***
-- A Look At The Reagan’s Composite Chart
With the passing of former President Ronald Reagan, much attention was paid to the man, his legacy and his life
with Nancy. Their marriage of 50 years seemed to be one of mutual devotion, a deeply bonded couple and also an
extremely successful partnership in the political arena.
Ronald’s chart: www.humandesignsystem.com/charts/pdf/ReaganRonald.pdf
Nancy’s chart: www.humandesignsystem.com/charts/pdf/ReaganNancy.pdf

I was most intrigued when I pulled up Ronald’s chart to take a look. It shows a split definition Mutation channel
generator and Structuring channel mental projector, with a loaded undefined G, wide open Heart center, undefined
Spleen, Solar Plexus and Head centers.
He is credited with ending the Cold War, and the dismantling of the Berlin Wall, besides the nuclear disarmament
treaties he signed with Gorbachev. Certainly it is easy to see the Mutation at work! But what about the G center?
He is born in mid-Aquarius, with Sun in gate 13.4, Design Sun in 1.6, so he has the four fixed sign midpoint gates of
the G (13,7,1,2), the Sphinx. Additionally, P. Moon is gate 2, North Node, gate 2, and then, look at the activations to
gate 1!!! -- Design Sun, Mercury, Venus, Personality South Node, Jupiter -- a total of eight activations between
gates 1 and 2.
But it’s an undefined G. Gate 8 is therefore a very potent conditioning gate for this chart that gives “voice” and
expression to the creative Self. Nancy’s chart has both the 8, Personality Venus, and 33, Neptune twice, thereby
defining two of their six electro-magnetic channels that brought Reagan’s “light” (Personality and Design Suns) out.
Nancy’s chart is a triple-split definition, with 42-53 defining the Root-Sacral center generator definition. Bringing
things to increase and also to the end. Not a quitter. She has two projector channels; one, 64-47, being an
inspiration and making sense out of things, and the other, 40-37, an emotional and will channel.
It’s also an interesting chart to study. She has Mars conjunct the Sun in gate 39, Obstruction. Ronald had gate 55,
his Venus to her Sun and Mars, which both bridges her split and brings her drive that connects to action for the
couple. With no gates in the G, undefined Throat and Spleen centers as well, Nancy has her will. She often dresses
in red, displaying her incredibly strong-willed persona.
Saturn has been transiting gate 39 these past few months. That this is the time for her bereavement is
astrologically consistent with Saturn’s crossing her Sun and Mars.
She has Design Mars conjunct Design Venus in gate 24, to his Personality Mercury conjunct Uranus in 61. That
she was his muse is visible in the chart. This electro-magnetic connection was energizing (Mars) his unusual
(Uranus) and inspired (Head center) communication (Mercury). One impressive clip I watched was the speech to
Gorbachev, in which Reagan implores him to “Take down the wall!”
His design Mars in 28 defined the Spleen center to her Earth gate 38, then 39-55, 22-12, 61-24, 1-8, besides his
two individual channels. They are a nine-center, single definition potent individual.
This composite is an excellent one for dispelling some of the generalizations you might have in your mind about
what is a “good” composite.
This is a great study!
***
++ Shipping prices quoted are within the US.
Residents of New Mexico add 6.3% tax.
***
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